8 Strategies for
Writing & Publishing Success
No Matter What Your Genre
By Brooke Warner
Whether you’re still writing your book, ready to shop it, or already have a publisher, it’s important
to know that the rules for authors have changed. As a modern-day writer and author, you don’t
have the luxury of turning your book over to a publisher and then watching their publicity and sales
machines sell your book. In fact, you have to do most of the work yourself. And while that might
sound daunting, the truth is that it can and should be fun! Taking your writing success into your
own hands is empowering when you know what you’re doing. Publishing is a lot like investing; it’s
mysterious until you choose to educate yourself about the process.
Publishing is changing and there is more opportunity than ever, but only for those aspiring
authors who are willing to get informed and go to work.

1. There Is No Such Thing as a New Idea
Understanding this, if you don’t already, will make
your life easier while you’re writing and once you get
published. Being invested in your unique idea or your
unique story is more of a burden than it is helpful
or inspiring. Many writers are afraid that someone
will steal their ideas, allowing their fear to get in the
way of their writing. Other writers have so much
false confidence in their unique idea that they do an
insufficient job with their comparative title research,
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in effect shooting themselves in the foot because they

fail to provide a potential publisher or agent with valuable and necessary information. (Publishers
use comparative titles for sales information—to justify buying a book based on the sales histories
of other similar titles.)
Bottom line: What’s unique about your story is the way in which you present it, and more important
than a new idea is whether or not you can bring readers to your work. Don’t get hung up here.
Having something fresh and new is inconsequential in the world of publishing.

2. All Writers Are Entrepreneurs
If you care about selling your work, then you have to start
thinking of yourself as an entrepreneur. This is true for selling
your work to a publisher and selling your work to individual
readers. Today, more and more entrepreneurs are publishing
for the sole purpose of building their platforms (see #5). Your
book is your calling card. No matter what industry you’re in,
a book lends legitimacy to what you’re doing, and it makes
you an expert. For those of you who are writing novels or
memoirs and don’t have an entrepreneurial mindset when
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it comes to your writing, consider what value you’re putting

on your writing. If you don’t value your writing for what it is—time spent, skill, talent, something
that you need to be paid for—then you might have a dysfunctional relationship with your writing.
Bottom line: Yes, writing is a passion for a lot of people. But if you’re not efforting toward getting
published (and I’m talking in any format—traditionally, on your blog or guest blogging for other sites,
in magazines, local papers, journals), then you’re not valuing yourself as a writer. Start thinking
of your writing as something you deserve to be paid for and it will change your entire approach to
your work.

3. Know Who You’re Writing For
Audience. Audience. Audience. Without an
audience, you are just journaling. For most of us
who write, the point of writing is sharing what we
have to say with others. But don’t be grandiose
or naïve when it comes to identifying your core
audience. Your audience is not everyone, nor
should it be. When you’re identifying your ideal
readers, think about their psychologies. More
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likely than not, you are writing for people with
certain values, ideas, dispositions, and life

experiences. Get specific. Let’s take, as an example, a woman who’s writing a memoir about
postpartum depression. She should avoid saying that her target audience is mothers; her target
audience should be mothers who have suffered from postpartum depression—and then she
should give statistics on the number of women who suffer from postpartum depression or baby
blues. Doing this exercise early on in your writing journey is helpful, and it will carry you through
all the way to the end when you shop your book or book proposal to an agent or a publisher. It
will remind you that the audience you’re trying to reach is specific, and still big enough without
trying to reach everyone, and it will help your publisher visualize a realistic and effective publicity
strategy for your book.

Bottom line: Write for your audience. Visualize the readers out there that you hope to reach. This
is helpful while you’re still in the writing process because it encourages you to be consistent in
your message and your voice. You’ll stop wasting time worrying that you may be alienating certain
people—certain people who are not your readers. The better you understand who you’re writing
for, the more publishable your work becomes.

4. Write Now, Revise Later
Too many writers get bogged down by the need or the desire
to be perfect. Other distractions include researching, selfediting, and looking up words in a thesaurus. Giving yourself
permission to do a shitty first draft is paramount. If you need
to, set up writing time that’s separate from revision time.
Practice doing morning pages or journaling so that you start
to train your writing brain to write fluidly. Having too close a
relationship with your Internet browser (portal to synonyms,
facts, and statistics) is not necessarily a good thing when
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it comes to writing. Turn off the Internet when you write.

Come up with a good system for coming back to things later. I recommend highlighting words you
want to look up in a thesaurus, and placing brackets around things you will [RESEARCH LATER],
making it easy to search another time.
Bottom line: Figure out strategies to keep writing. If you know you tend to get distracted by
research, or slowed down by perfectionism, the first step is being conscious of it. Set a timer for ten
or twenty minutes and see what it feels like to write without letting yourself hit the delete key. Yes,
there will be typos! Who cares? The point is to see what happens when you free-write. Remember
that? Most of us haven’t tried that since freshman English in high school. But it does orient your
mind toward getting content on the page, and it will help you gain a new perspective on writing
versus revising.

5. Start Building Your Platform Today
When I’ve written about platform in the past, I’ve referred to it as the AAP, or Almighty Author
Platform. And it’s more Almighty with each passing year. “Platform” is an industry buzzword that
means being visible and having a built-in audience. That’s it. A platform is anything that shows
your future publisher that you have the potential to reach a specific readership. So, if you’re
writing a cookbook, there’s no sense in detailing your connections to the martial arts community
you’ve been involved with since you were a child when you’re working on your proposal. The
AAP must be focused and concise—and it must showcase EVERYTHING you are doing, will do, or
might do to build your readership. Things that contribute to your platform include: blogging (on
your own blog and as a guest blogger on better-known blogs); posting video (relevant to your

book and topic) to YouTube; publishing your work in magazines, papers, and journals; public
speaking; doing a radio show; and social networking (see #6).
Bottom line: Understand the value of a platform and start working on it long before you start
shopping your book to publishers, or before you self-publish. The reason the publishing industry
is obsessed with the AAP is because authors with platforms are visible, and people know who
they are and will (hopefully) buy their book. What are you doing now that’s contributing to your
platform? If you’re not doing anything, blogging and social networking are your first step; if you’re
doing a lot, consider adding one thing to your AAP toolkit just to up the ante.

6. Make Friends with Technology
I know, in #4 I wrote that having too close a relationship with
your Internet browser is a problem. But this is a little different.
If you are Facebook adverse and Twitter phobic, or if you
feel like getting involved with social networking is for your
teenaged son, think again. When it comes to author platform,
social networking should be the equivalent of brushing your
teeth. It’s something you have to do, and it needs to become
a habit. There are many platforms that will make your life
easier, sites like Hootsuite.com, which allows you to schedule
your posts and post across multiple platforms (like Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+). Then there are genre-specific
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social networks, like Shewrites.com, a site specifically for

women writers. On LinkedIn, you can join groups that are dedicated to topics of relevance and
interest to you.
Bottom line: At the bare minimum, get yourself on Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, and Twitter,
and start posting. Be careful, of course, not to get too sucked in. For some, social networking will
be a chore, but for others it becomes a quick and easy addiction. Social networking is important.
It helps you stand above your competition, and it’s a prerequisite for getting published in today’s
competitive publishing climate.

7. Your Proposal Is a Selling Tool
The nonfiction book proposal can make the difference between landing an agent or a publisher, so
don’t take it lightly. I tell writers that writing a proposal requires wearing a different thinking cap
than the one you’re wearing when you’re writing. The proposal, through and through, is a selling
tool. It requires you to think like a marketer, to make a case for your readership, and to showcase
everything that’s wonderful about you and your book.

Fiction writers, while it’s true that you don’t have to write a proposal to shop your novel, you
can and should consider the tips above when you shop your book. Your query letter has to do some
heavy-lifting, and I always recommend that novelists attach, along with their queries, a chapterby-chapter summary of their book. No, it’s not required, but it’s something that makes you stand
above the crowd. It helps agents and editors see the arc of your book, and it often prompts a reader
to want to read more than the initial fifty pages that you send as sample writing.
Bottom line: While it’s not a wholly uncreative exercise, the proposal is more about making a case
for why your book will sell than it is about showcasing your writing. Allow it to work for you. And
now is not a time to be shy or humble. Agents and editors want to work with go-getters, people
who are not afraid to highlight their achievements, connections, and knowledge. Let your proposal
be the shiny red Ferrari everyone stares at when passing. Ask yourself what it’s going to take to
make it that eye-catching!

8. Persistence Is Key
Set your sights on the goal of being published and you
will be published. Yes, I’m talking about getting published
on a traditional press, but I’m also talking about selfpublishing, which is actually harder work than getting
published by a publishing house because you have to do
everything yourself. I wrote in #3 that most writers want
to publish because they want other people to read their
work. This is true whether you’re an entrepreneur who
wants more business or clients, a novelist who’s been
carrying around a story that she’s been dying to tell for
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over a decade, or a memoirist who’s using their book to

give voice to an experience from their past. Whether you go the traditional publishing route or the
self-publishing route, you need persistence. It takes a lot of hanging in there to publish a book. Not
only is it a long process, you’re often baring your soul along the way, making yourself vulnerable by
sharing your words, your thoughts, your feelings. This is not an enterprise for the faint of heart. So
take heart! If you’ve read this far, then you’re invested in being published, and all the tools you need
are at your disposal through my newsletter, resource section, or through one-on-one coaching
to publication.
Bottom line: You can get published. Listen to the audio on my website, “The Paths to Publishing”
and figure out the one that’s right for you. There are a lot of moving parts when it comes to getting
published, but remember that you don’t have to do it alone. If you want to get published, make
a commitment to yourself that you will. Voice your commitment to others, and go for it. Your
audience is waiting.
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